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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND METHODS USED 
The Problem 
Statement of the problem.-- The problem is to apply 
the basic principles and procedures set forth in Funda-
mentals of Secondary-School Teaching!/ and the course in 
the Unit Method, to the unit organization and classroom 
presentation of the topical area, Business Letters, in 
first-year typewriting. 
Description of the class and of the course.-- Each 
year at the Belmont Senior High School a course in first-
year typewriting is offered to all students taking com-
mercial subjects. A separate course in personal typing 
~. is offered to those not taking the regular commercial 
work but wno wish to learn to type for their own personal 
work. Those students electing typewriting I, do so 
because they hope to go on to the second year of typing 
preparing in part for a position as typist, and those who 
plan to study stenography in the eleventh and twelfth year. 
1/ Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School 
TeachinS• · Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940, 
v - 671 P• 
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The group electing this subject for the 1946-47 
school year ranged from 14 to 17 years- in age, with those 
16 years old being the most numerous. There were 31 
in the group at the beginning of the school year. These 
pupils were given the California Short-Form Test of 
Mental Maturity, Advanced S-Form!/ by the guidance depart-
ment of the school, and the results of their general 
intelligence and their chronological ages are shown in 
the following table: 
Table 1. Chronological Ages and General-Ability Quotients 
of 27 Pupils in a First-Year Typing Class 
General General 
Ability Ability 
Pupil Quotient Age Pupil Quotient Age 
1 98 15 15 -- 16 
2 96 14 16 85 16 
3 98 15 17 102 16 
4 80 16 18 96 15 
5 104 14 19 93 15 
6 93 16 20 94 15 
7 
--
17 21 81 16 
8 73 16 22 97 16 
9 65 17 23 101 16 
10 97 16 24 
--
16 
11 95 16 25 97 17 
12 109 15 26 -- 16 
13 115 15 27 77 16 
14 102 16 
There were many changes in the original group. Two 
1/ Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis w. Clark, and Ernest w. 
Tiegs, California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity, 
Advanced S-Form. California Test Bureau, California, 
1942, p. 1-8. 
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dropped the course because of absence for the first five 
weeks of school, six dropped the course to avoid failure 
because of poor muscular coordination. After the first 
six-week marking period four pupils were dropped from the 
second-year typewriting class because of failure to meet 
the requirements of the second-year typing class, and 
entered the first-year class again. 
The work of this first-year typewriting class during 
the first half-year seemed to indicate an average group 
with no particular pupil showing outstanding achievement 
in either accuracy or speed. It is true that the four 
pupils repeating first-year typewriting were able to 
type much faster than the others, but the accuracy of the 
work was about the same as an average member of the class. 
3 
Description of the room, equipment, and supplies.-- The 
room used in the development of the unit was equipped 
with 31 typewriters of the four leading types: Royal, 
Remington, Underwood, and Smith machines. The machines 
were arranged in six rows of five machines in each row, 
with one machine located centrally in front of the first 
row. This machine at the front of the room was used a 
great deal for demonstration work. Each desk was 
equipped with two drawers, one for typewriting books and 
a book stand, and one for cleaning brushes for the machines. 
The desks were arranged in the rows according to height, 
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the lowest desks for the short people were located at the 
front of the room with the highest desks for the taller 
people located toward the rear of the room. Blackboards 
were located at the front and one aide o~ the room and 
bulletin boards took up all remaining apace available. 
Each pupil was given a folder in which to keep all 
typewritten material for the unit, and these folders 
were placed on an open shelf at the end of each period 
so that the material would be instantly available for 
inspection at any time by the instructor. Carbon paper 
was given to each pupil at the beginning of the unit. 
A typewriting timer was available when timed writings 
were given. 
The Methods Used 
4 
Need for new method of teaching.-- The traditional 
method of teaching is to use a uniform plan of instruction 
with all members of a class. This method of teaching 
is a relatively easy method, it requires relatively little 
knowledge of psychological principles, relatively little 
teaching ability, and relatively little teaching effort. 
The abilities of the bright pupil are seldom, if ever, 
fully challenged while the slow pupil usually struggles 
to do enough to earn a passing grade. 
Lately, there has been a growing realization that 
individual students differ greatly in capacity, and that 
if the greatest good is to come to the individual and to 
r--
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society, there must be an adjustment of methods and of 
requirements to suit the capacities of individual students. 
Even in the primarily nonacademic courses great individual 
differences exist and should be·provided for in some way. 
It is the writer's purpose in this paper to report the 
use of the unit method!/ in the teaching and learning 
situation just outlined, and report the results obtained. 
Development of the methods used.-- In order to 
determine the capacities of individual students at the 
beginning of the unit, pretests were given and the results 
scored. The pretest for the unit consisted of two parts, 
the first part was a business letter to be typed by the 
pupil without any help from the instructor, and the 
second part consisted of a timed-writing on a business 
letter in order to determine the beginning speed on this 
type of work. 
After the pretests were given, an introduction to 
the unit was given by the instructor followed by a 
laboratory period for the development of the unit. One 
period was set aside in the unit for a class discussion 
at the end of the unit to discuss the various experiences 
of the pupils 1n completing the unit. The last day of the 
unit was used for administering objective teats to measure 
results. Sufficient recorda were kept so that the gain of 
1/ Op. cit., P• 504. 
6 
each pupil could be determined. 
Record of _daily activities.-- In order to keep a daily 
record of the activities of the pupils, a log was kept. 
This was for the purpose of not only recording activities 
from day to day but also to be used as a source of infor-
mation in revising the unit for later use with another 
group. In addition to the log, another source of informa-
tion were the questions answered by the pupils at the end 
of the unit, questions as to what they liked most in the 
method, what they liked least, what they disliked, what 
changes were desired, and any suggestions for the 
improvement of the unit. 
• 
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CHAPTER II 
ORGANIZING THE UNIT AND THE UNIT ASSIGNMENT 
Organizing the Unit 
Principles of unit construction.-- In organizing the 
topic, business letters, in first-year typewriting for the 
class described in Chapter I, the writer has tried to 
follow the principles of unit construction. This calls for 
planning two sequences. The first, to which the term, unit 
of learning, applies, "is a statement of the changes to be 
sought in the pupils' capacities for and tendencies toward 
behavior.n1/ The preliminary tentative plan for the second 
sequence, called the unit assignment, is "the general plan 
for the guided and directed experience by means of which 
the hoped-for changes may be brought into existence."Y 
The unit.-- The steps in learning to type a business 
: A letter consist of learning the name, location of, and the 
' li 
reason for the parts of a business letter, and acquiring 
the ability (1) to make the necessary machine adjustments 
for a short, medium, or long letter, (2) to center a 
letter attractively on the page, (3) to use the correct 
!/ Op. cit., P• 504. 
g( Op. cit., P• 504. 
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required punctuation, (4) to use the correct form of letter 
required, and (5) to type with a minimum of waste motion 
and effort. 
Delimitation of the unit.--
1. The pupil must know the names of, location of, 
and reason for, the parts of a business letter, 
namely: heading, inside address, salutation, 
body, complimentary close, and signature. 
~ ' 
2. The pupil must know where to set the margin stops 
for the three kinds of business letters according 
to length, namely: for a short letter at 22 and 
62, for a medium letter at 16 and 67, and for a 
long letter at 12 and 72. For a very long letter 
it is permissible to set the stops at 7 and 77. 
3. The pupil must know the types of letters according 
to form, namely: 
a. The indented form. In the indented form each 
line after the first line of the heading 
and the inside address is indented five 
, spaces. The closing linea start at 37 
on the scale, and each line after the 
complimentary close is indented five 
. spaces. 
b. The block form. In the block form all lines 
begin flush with the left margin. 
-~ 
. I
c. Modified-block form. This form is a 
variation of the block style, it varies in 
the extent to which it departs from the 
extreme block style. The lines of the 
heading att start at the same point, this 
point is determined by the longest line in 
the heading arranged to end with the right 
margin. The lines for the complimentary 
close and signature begin at 37 on the 
scale, and all paragraphs are indented 
five spaces. 
9 
d. Inverted paragraph form. In this form the 
inside address, the first line of each para-
graph, and the closi~g lines are typed flush 
with the left margin. All lines of the 
paragraphs, except the first are indented 
five spaces from the margin. The inverted 
form is often used for typing the subject 
of each paragraph where ready reference to 
paragraphs is desired. 
4. The student must know the required punctuation 
for open, closed, and mixed punctuation. When 
using open punctuation, no mark of punctuation 
is used at the end of the lines of the heading, 
inside address, salutation, and complimentary 
close • 
/ 
(. 
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In mixed punctuation, marks are not required after 
the heading lines, or the inside address, but the 
colon is used after the salutation and the comma 
after the complimentary close. When using closed 
punctuation a comma is used after the first two 
lines of the heading and inside address, and a 
period at the end of the last line of the heading 
and the inside address, a colon is placed after 
the salutation, and a conuna after the complimentary.: 
close. 
5. The pupil must know that all letters must have 
carbon copies, to be kept on file for possible 
future reference. 
6. The pupil must know how to typ~ the address on an 
envelope for each letter typed. For three line 
addresses, use double spacing, for four or more 
line addresses, use single spacing. The form used 
for the address on the envelope should correspond 
to the form used for the inside address of the 
letter. Vfuen using a small envelope start the 
first line of the address 12 lines from the top 
and 25 spaces from the left edge of the envelope. 
When using a large envelope start the first line 
of the address 15 lines from the top and 40 spaces 
from the left edge of the envelope. Cities and 
states may be typed all capitals. 
I 
·I 
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7. The pupil must know that he should be able to type 
business letters at a rate that is approximately 
50 to 60 per cent of the straight copy speed. 
corrections neatly and with a minimum of time. 
11. The pupil must know the meaning of proofreader's 
marks in order to make indicated corrections. 
12. The pupil must know that a business letter is 
an important representative of any business. 
Probable indirect and incidental learning products.--
1. A better understanding of and increased skill with 
arithmetical operations in the centering of 
business letters. 
2. Further practice and actual application of previous 
skills acquired in the study of typewriting. 
3. Further practice and actual application of previous 
knowledge acquired in the study of English. 
References for teacher's use.--
D. D. Lessenberry, ~ Century Typewriting. South-
Western Publishing Company, New York, 1942. v - 326 p • 
.. 
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Walter T. White, and Charles G. Reigner, ~ Typing. 
The H. M. Rowe Company, Baltimore, 1937. 6 - 317 p. 
The Unit Assignment 
(tentative time allotment, four weeks.) 
- -
--···•· 
I, 
Introduction to the unit.-- Two periods to be used to 
orient the pupil in th~_ unit. The following steps to be · 
done by the teacher to accomplish this: 
1. Before the unit is to be presented, the teacher 
should write to local firms requesting a sample 
letter used by that firm in its business corres-
pondence. These letters should be placed on exhibit 
for the class with an explanation that these letters 
are the type the students will actually type in the 1 
business world. Have a lecture discuss ion based on .: 
this exhibit with such questions as: "What was the 
purpose of these letters, 11 and "How do these letters 
differ from one another." Point out that because 
business letters are the representatives of every 
business concern, often containing information upon 
vmich important decisions may be based, one needs 
to know the fundamentals of their use. 
2. Give a pretest to find out what pupils already 
know about business letters, and Which will serve 
as a basis for comparison at the end of the unit. 
3. Give the pupils a brief explanation of each of the 
following understandings and operations which they 
p 
, 
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are to study in this unit. 
a. What a business letter is. 
b. The types and forms of business letters. 
c. The parts of a business letter. 
d. The punctuation which may be used. 
e. The use of carbon copies. 
f. The placing of a business letter on the page. 
4. Give out study guides. Read them through with the 
pupils and answer their questions. Explain the 
chart on the placement of letters. Explain how the 
practice material and progress tests should be used. 
5. Call attention to the optional activities and to 
their purpose. 
6. Explain that one or two periods will be used at 
the end of the unit for a discussion of the work done 
and to clear up any questions before the final 
achievement test is given, on the last day of the 
time allotted for the unit. 
The pupil's study guide.--
!. General Directions 
In your work with business letters,you will be per-
mitted to proceed at your own rate. It will be 
necessary for you to study each section until you 
have mastered the material in that section. Self-
administering tests are to be taken at the end of 
. ··-- -··- ·-·- ~----- - .... 
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certain sections in the unit. If you find that you 
are not able to satisfactorily complete a test, 
additional practice should be completed and then a 
second test should be taken. Letters will be 
graded as (1) Mailable (2) Mailable with correc-
tions (3) Not mailable. Mistakes must be corrected 
by erasing, any undiscovered errors will cause a 
letter to be graded not mailable. Those who are 
able to complete the entire unit in the allotted 
time may work on one or more of the optional rela-
ted activities which are available. At the 
beginning of each period a timed writing will be 
given, either on straight typing or on business 
letters. You should strive to attain a speed on 
business letters as close as possible to your 
regular typing speed. Make sure you understand 
exactly what you are to do before you begin work. 
Read instructions carefully. 
\I 
'I I I Read over every sheet': 
before you remove the paper from your typewriter. 
Checking your work is as important as doing the 
work. Text: White and Reigner - ~Typing. 
II. Practice work.--
1. (a) How are letters centered? Read the informa-
tion given on page 84. 
(b) Use the centering chart attached to the study 
guide instead of the one given on page 84. 
•--· .. mEIETTF'E ... 
/ 
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LETTER SUMMARY CHART 
NUMBER OF STROKE LINE MARGINS START DATE LINES 
TYPE OF WORDS IN TO USE AT FROM TOP BETWEEN 
LETTER LETTER PICA ELITE OF PAPER DATE AND 
INSIDE 
ADDRESS 
Short 1-100 40 22-62 30~70 12 lines 8 lines 
Medium 100-200 50 17-67 25-75 12 lines 6 lines 
,. 
Long 200-300 60* 12-72 20-80 12 lines 4 lines 
*Longer letters require a 70-stroke line and more than one 
page. 
PUNCTUATION 
Open punctuation: No mark of punctuation.after each line 
in the heading, inside address, salutation, and complimen-
tary close. 
Closed punctuation: Comma after first two lines of heading 
and inside address. Period after third line of heading add 
inside address. Colon after salutation, comma after the 
complimentary close. 
Mixed punctuation: No mark· of punctuation after heading, 
inside address. ·colon after salutation, comma after com-
plimentary close. 
The above information is for single-spaced letters. 
For double-spaced letters, double the number of words in 
the body of the letter and proceed as for single spacing. 
,. 
:: 
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2. Style letter 1 
(a) How do we type a letter double-spaced, 
indented style with open punctuation? 
(b) Practice work--page 90, 91, and 92, complete 
exercises 17, 18, and 19. 
(c) Progress test number one. 
3. Style letter 1-a 
(a) How do we type a letter double-spaced, in-
dented style, with closed punctuation? 
(b) Practice work--page 92 and 93, complete 
exercises 20, 21, and 22. 
4. Style letter 2 
(a) How do we type a letter single-spaced, in-
dented style, with open punctuation? 
(b) Practice work--page 94, complete exercises 
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28. 
(c) Progress test number two. 
5. Proofreader's marks 
(a) How are corrections indicated in letters? 
(b) Practice work--review pages 155 and 156, 
complete exercise 91. 
(c) Progress test number three. 
6. style letter 3 
(a) How do we type a letter single-spaced, 
blocked style with open punctuation? 
(b) Practice work--complete exercises 29, 30, 
•--- ·-·· 
n ... 
and 31 on pages 98 and 100. 
7. Making carbon copies 
(a) How are carbon copies made? Read instructions 
on page 139. 
(b) Practice work--complete exercises 72, 73, 
and 74. 
(c) Progress test number four. 
8. Preparing envelopes 
(a) study the various styles illustrated on 
page 125. 
(b) Practice work--complete exercises 55, 56, 57, 
58, 59, 60, and 61. 
9. General review of the unit. 
10. Achievement test on the entire unit. 
Optional related activities.--
1. Make a collection of at least ten letters that 
were actually sent through the mail. Complete 
the following on each letter: type of letter, 
short, medium, long; form of letter, indented, 
block, or modified-block form; length of line 
used, 40, 50, 60, or 70; punctuation used, open 
closed, mixed. 
2. Using your own words, type the instructions you 
would give to a pupil who is going to type a 
business letter for the first time. 
\. 
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3. Prepare a letter to a travel agency, requesting 
information on some trip you would like to take 
during the summer vacation. Type the envelope 
for the letter. Have the letter and the envelope 
approved, and mail the letter. Keep the carbon 
copy and when the answer is received from the 
travel agency, present b?th the carbon and the 
answer to the instructor. 
4. Any worthwhile activity concerning business 
letters. Check with the instructor before 
starting any plan of this type. 
!I·---·'EIIII?IIF-7711111P __________ IU•u.···-------.. ----------::-:----:-::-. ::-;;'",.:;;;~.;;:::. -~" __:::;:,_. ..··· . H •• ·---~~--"~~'--·· ., 
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BUSINESS LETTERS 
PRETEST 
19 
In order to find out what you know about the arrange-
ment of business letters at the present time, you are to 
type a letter from the informa~ion given below, without any··· 
assistance from the instructor. This will include typing 
the envelope needed for the letter. Type both the letter 
and envelope as you think they should be typed. 
The Letter 
- -._..;._....;;;... 
Mr. Warren Jones, 41 State Street, Boston, Massachu-
setts, has requested you ~o send the fol~owing letter to 
the Statler Hotel, Boston, Massachusetts, using today's 
date. Please reserve one single room with shower, from 
April 10, to April 17. I should like to have this reserva-
tion confirmed either by letter or by calling my office, 
the telephone number of which is Devonshire 8899. 
TIMED WRITING Qli BUSINESS LETTERS 
Take a five-minute timed writing on the letter given 
on page 195, 20th Century text. Figure your speed as you 
usually do on the straight typing copy • 
., 
,II 
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DIRECTIONS 
BUSINESS LETTERS 
PROGRESS TEST 1 
20 
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Type the following business letter in a double~spaced 
form. Use the indented style with open punctuation. There 
are approximately 140 words in the letter. Use your own 
initials as part of the reference line. 
349 East Main Street Boston, Massachusetts (current date) 
Mr. John N. Graves Graves Furniture Store 41 Washington 
Street Boston, Massachusetts Dear Mr. Graves: We are mail-
ing you in a separate package the layout for the newspaper 
advertisement we have prepared for you. This advertise-
ment features your October 20 sale of living room furniture. 
(P) The layout is complete in every detail except for the 
quotation of prices. As you will recall, the prices were 
not set at the time we agreed to make up the layout.for you. 
They can be inserted very easily after they are set. 
(P) After we have your approval· of the layout·or your 
suggestions for its improvement, we shall make up the final 
copy for the printer. We shall appreciate your rushing· 
this-through so that the copy can be prepared in its final 
form. Very truly yours, (E. c. Cartwright) 
I: 
I 
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BUSINESS LETTERS 
Progress ~ g_ 
DIRECTIONS 
-Type the following business letter in a single~spaced 
form. Use the indented style with open punctuation. 
There are approximately 128 words in the letter~ Use 
your own initials as part of the reference line. 
407 Commonwealth Avenue Boston, Massachusetts (current 
date) Treadwear Tire Company Automotive Building Cleveland 
Ohio Gentlemen: We had so many complaints from our 
customers about your Treadwear tires not wearing well, 
it seemed advisable to put in a stock of some other kind 
of tire. This is the reason we have not ordered any of i:' 
your tires for several months. (P) We are returning -:: 
to you by express a tire that a customer asked us to replace. 
This tire was used for approximately s;ooo miles. You 
will see that the tread is worn smooth. Even the pyramid~ 
shaped blocks of rubber on the side wall are worn through. 
Five thousand miles do not represent enough use to cause 
the wear that this tire shows. ( P) We can transfer t-o you 
two or three other used tires from this-same shipment if 
you w.1sh us to do so. Yours very truly, (Charles Jones) 
Manager • 
• ·' 
DIRECTIONS 
BUSINESS LETTERS 
PROGRESS TEST 3 
Retype the letter 
--
with corrections as indicated.:: 
1468 Market Street · 
st. Louis 12, Missouri ---7-
April 3, 1947 
Kenyon Link~& Company 
I 287 Manyard ~~ 
Pittsburg 22>~.~~ 
Attention Mr. J. w. Link;Treasurer 
~· Dear Si:r!: ~ ~ 
We certainly wish it ~ possible to accombdate you by 
making immediate shipment of your Purchase Order No. ~97t 
which reached us this morning. . ~ I I :; 
aL ~ ~ ~/1 ~ The principle obstacle in th fact that there 1are · ~ long ove~ue items on yo~ account. he first is for ~87.87 
and represents-the merchandize we shipped you on your PUr-
chase Order No. j267~ ~e filled that order on_~~ 27~. 
The second item is in the amount-of $276~76~~t is for 
the merchandiie we shipped ·you on·~·.!2n& on your Purchase 
Order No. 1:587. ~(JMA./ 
I c. . . . . L 
As you lmow \our regular term of ~redit is sixty daysX. ! 
On a number·o~ oca~sions we have writen you about your~er­
due account, you have also rec~ed statements on the s 1 
of each month. _ _ _ ~-· 
We sure~ant to co~~rate with you~ particular,7in view 
of your urgent need ofithe goods. ~At the same time you can 
readily understand. why our Order ep has refe~ed your 
letter to the Credit~~~ _ . -#-o.:J! . _ 
Please send us your remi-ifa.'tice for the ~ ite:m.,r$i87 .87,: 
then we shall agree to carry. the second item, $276.76 for .; 
sixty days""t longer~ !V'e shall also make immediate shipment of 
your new order. = G _ G) . 
An addressed envelop~~no postage needed,is enclosed for 
your conve~ce in mailing your check. As soon·aa it is 
re~ed, your credit standing with us wil~ be restored • 
very truly yours, 
•............ 5-.................... ~~------------·-------------~~~==~ V • .,,,n """ .~--.-·mu•·.•-- -·--·'""'""""'-"~~ • 
--· 
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DIRECTIONS 
BUSINESS LETTERS 
PROGRESS ~~ d 
Type Application Exercise 91, page 156, of the Rowe 
text, with two carbon copies, making the corrections as 
indicated. Use a soft eraser for the carbon copies, a 
hard eraser for the original. Be sure to use eraser 
23' 
slips between the carbons so that your work will not smudge, 
making sure to remove them before resuming typing. 
I· 
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I DIRECTIONS · 
BUSINESS LETTERS 
FINAL ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
-
Place a circle around the number of the statement if 
the statement is true. Place an·x over the number if the 
s~atement is false. Examples: m. True X. False 
1. A letter containing 110 words is considered·a short 
letter. 
2. The date in business letters is·usually placed two 
inches from the top of the page. 
3. The salutation of a letter going to a corporation is 
~Sir. 
4. The message of a letter is written in the body of the 
letter. 
5. A 70 stroke line should be used for a short letter. 
6. A letter typed in full-block form has the paragraphs 
indented five spaces. 
24 
7. The complimentary close should always be started at 42 
on the seale. 
a. The form of letter used by a concern may be determined 
by referring to the files. 
9. The completed letter should be taken from the machine 
in order to find possible errors quickly. 
10. When erasing, the carriage should be moved to the 
extreme right or left so that the erasure particles 
will not fall into the machine. 
11. Letters should be removed from the machine by holding 
the letter at the top and quickly snapping the letter 
from the machine. 
F' 
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12. In taking dictation, any errors by the dictator should 
be called to his attention by interrupting the dictation 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
It is the duty or the person·signing the letter to see 
that all enclosures are made. 
A large-envelope should be used when enclosures are to 
be made. 
Use a small envelope for a one-page letter. 
The address on the envelope should be typed in the same 
style as that used ror the inside address. 
The "attention or" phrase should be typed two spaces 
below the company signature. 
Open punctuation is now generally accepted in business 
letter writing. 
It is necessary to correct only the original copy and 
not the carbon copy. 
Both the original and the carbon are mailed to the 
person to whom the letter is addressed. 
Hyphens should be used sparingly in business letters. 
The length or a business letter determines its impor-
tance. 
When typing the identirication initials, the initials of 
the person who dictated the letter should precede the 
initi. ala or the stenographer. 
The identification initials must always be typed in 
capital letters. 
Enclosures should be clipped"to the letter before it 
is presented for a signature. 
It is permissible to place the carbon copy of a second 
page on the back of the first page carbon copy. 
The typist should address the envelope immediately 
after typing the letter. 
The address on a small envelope should be started 12 
lines from the top or the envelope • 
.. . PL _EL_ 
,. 
y 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
In mixed punctuation the colon should be omitted after 
the salutation. 
When using a small envelope, the address should be 
started at 25 on the scale. 
The small size·envelope is sometimes referred to as a 
legal envelope. 
It is a sign that you are a poor speller if you use the 
dictionary. 
It is permissible to type the word "enclosure" in full 
or to abbreviate the word "enc." 
The enclosure·notation should be the last thing typed 
on the letter. 
Abbreviations should be used to save time. 
Always use letterhead paper for the carbon copies. 
Always use letterhead paper for the second pages of 
letters. 
As long as a letter is typed correctly, the time re-
quired to type the letter is unimportant. 
In erasing letters with carbons, always erase the 
original first. 
As long as the original is mailed on time, the carbon 
copy of the letter need not be retained. 
It is correct to use two pages if you are typing a 
letter exceeding 300 words. 
42. Always use a 50 stroke line for a long letter. 
43. Always use the blocked form in typing the address on 
an envelope. 
44. The return address of a business letter should be typed 
on the back of the envelope. 
45. A three-line address should always be typed single spaced 
on an envelope. 
46. It is permissible to capitalize the city and state when 
addressing an envelope. 
nz s:pr;gn:nrZE. r -.--
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47. When using a 50 stroke line, the stops should be 
for 12 and 72. 
48. Because a letter represents a business just as much as 
an individual, each letter must be typed neatly and 
correctly. 
49. Most people can type letters just as fast as when 
typing straight copy material. 
50. Four spaces are generally left for a penwritten 
signature. 
~' 
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BUSINESS LETTERS 
FINAL ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
Part II - A 
Directions Write in the space provided at the end of the 
line, the word or words necessary to complete or answer 
the statement. 
1. The size of the regular typewriting paper is 
2. Two kinds of type used in typewriters are: 
small type 
large type 
3. The small type has how many strokes to the 
inch 
4. The large type has how many strokes to the 
inch 
5. One inch is equal to how many lines on a page 
6. When using the large type, the centering 
point on the scale is 
7. When using the small type, the centering 
point on the scale is 
a. The left stop for a 40 stroke line should 
be set at 
9. The left stop for a 50 stroke line should 
be set at 
10. The left stop for a 60 stroke line should 
be set at 
11. The left stop for a 70 stroke line should 
be set at 
12. The number of strokes available on paper 
eight inches wide is 
13. The number of lines available on paper 
four inches long is 
' ! I 
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14. A short letter has how many words in the body 
of the letter 
15. A medium letter has how many words in tpe body 
of the letter 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
A long letter has how many words in the body 
of the letter 
The left stop for a short letter is set at 
The left stop for a medium letter is set at 
The left stop for a long letter is set at 
How far from the top of a letter is the date 
placed 
The parts of a business letter are: 
The dictator's initials are always typed· 
where, in reference to the stenographer's 
initials. 
To have a side margin of one inch, the left 
stop should be set at 
When no punctuation is used at the end of the 
lines of the heading, inside address, saluta-
tion, and complimentary close, the punctuation 
is referred to as 
Before and after the salutation, there should 
be how many line spaces 
PART II - B 
--
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secure a copy of the pretest from the instructor and 
retype the test. 
I, 
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CHAPTER III 
RESULTS OF TEACHING AND TESTING THE UNIT 
Teaching the Unit 
A log of the unit.-- The work on the unit began by 
following the procedure as planned in the introduction to 
the unit assignment. several business letters were dis-
played on a bulletin board and the students were given the 
lead question: "What was the purpose of business letters?" 
Several suggestions were given such as: ordering goods, 
requesting information, sending information. The pupils 
finally decided that business letters were written for the 
purpose of sending some message to another person. A 
second question for discussion was given: "How do these 
letters differ from one another?" This caused a lengthy 
discussion in which the following points were discussed: 
a. The letters were of different length. 
b. The letters differed in the spacing used, some 
used single-spacing, others double-spacing. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
There was a difference in the length of line used. 
Some letters used_~ Sir, others used Gentlemen. 
In some letters every line started at one place, 
while in other letters, various sections were 
indented. 
-30-
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f. Some letters were signed by an individual, 
others were signed by a company, or an official 
for a company. 
g. Some letters had a printed letterhead, others did 
not. 
h. The initials at the end of the letters varied in 
form. 
i. Some letters contained enclosures. 
j. The envelopes differed in spacing and form. 
k. All envelopes had return addresses. 
31: 
After this discussion, the pretest was given, however, 
there was only sufficient time for Part A. On the following, 
day Part' B was given, after ~ich the study guides were 
handed to the pupils and read with them, and all questions 
were answered. The various parts of the business letter 
were discussed and the letter chart was explained. The 
third day the pretests were discus~ed with the class, and 
then actual work began on the unit. In scoring the 
pretests, five points were given for the correct typing of 
the following: heading, inside address, salutation, body, 
complimentary closing, initials, spacing, and the envelope, 
a total score of 40 points. The results of the pretest are 
given on the following page. 
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Table 2. Pretest Scores of 27 Pupils in a First-year 
typewriting Course on a Unit, "Business Letters." 
:fupil Score Mark Pupil Score Mark 
( 1) (2) -(3) T4J \51 -(61 
14 35 A 2 10 X 
25 35 A 3 10 X 
24 30 A 4 10 X 
27 30 A 8 10 X 
12 25 B 16 10 X 
21 25 B 18 10 X 
1 20 c 19 10 X 
5 20 c 20 10 X 
6 15 c 23 10 X 
7 15 c 27 10 X 
10 15 c 9 5 D 
11 15 c 13 5 D 
15 15 c 22 5 D 
17 15 c 
Highest possible score 40. 
--
Table 3. Frequency Distribution·of 27 Pupils in a First~ 
year Typewriting Class, on a Pretest on a Unit': 
"Business Letters." 
Class 
Interval Mid-point Tabulation Frequency 
{1) (2}_ II (3 > {4) 34-36 35 2 
31-33 32 0.' 28-30 29 2 25-27 26 I 2 
22-24 23 
19-21 20 II 2 
16-18 17 11/J~I/11 13-15 14 6 10-12 11 10 
7-9 8 
4-6 5 Ill 3 
1-3 2 
N .27 
,. 
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Calculation of the mean proved to be 15.99, and the 
standard deviation to be 8.37 on the pretests. 
Table 4. A Chart Showing the Distribution of Pretest 
Scores of 27 Pupils in a First-year Typewriting 
Class on a Unit, rrBusiness Letters.rr 
13 pupils 
8 pupils 
0 15 4 pupils 
p pupils 2 pupils 2 3 10 11 • 20 21 27 28 
Mean = 15.99. Standard Deviation • 8.37. 
At the end of the first week, on May 2, 12 students 
were ready to take Progress Test 1. These ·students had 
d~monstrated their ability to work without teacher super-
vision, the others seemed to work slower because they 
wanted to always check what they were doing with someone 
else in the class. 
At the beginning of the second week, the instructor 
took part of a period to give a demonstration in typing a 
complete letter. This was needed because of the evident 
slowness of some pupils in completing letters. After the 
33 
35 
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demonstration, there was a marked improvement in the time 
required to type a letter, by a majority of the class. 
During the second and third weeks, many letters were 
returned to be retyped because of undiscovered errors, with 
the result that most of the class decided that it was much 
better to check a letter for accuracy before the letter was 
I 
removed from the typewriter, than to pass the letter in with-, 
out checking it for errors. During the second week all 
pupils completed the first progress test and four pupils 
completed the second progress test. During the first and 
second weeks the instructor had called each pupil during 
the class period to inspect the work completed and make 
suggestions to the individual pupils, but as the unit 
progressed this method had to be discontinued because of 
the large number of letters that were typed during one 
period. The plan was then followed in which the pupils 
passed in the letters as completed and the instructor 
checked them as rapidly as possible during the period and 
checked the remainder outside of class, returning them to 
the pupils the following class period. 
The third week a demonstration was given by the 
instructor on the use of carbon paper. This was followed 
by a demonstration of the correct procedure to use in 
erasing when carbon copies were being made, emphasizing 
• 
the procedure of erasing the last carbon copy first, then 
working back toward the original copy, inserting eraser 
slips to avoid smudging the carbon copies. Pupils were 
cautioned to be sure to remove the eraser slips before 
35 
resuming typing, but in spite of these cautions, several 
pupils forgot to remove the eraser slips and as a result had 
blank spaces in the carbon copies and had to retype the 
work. At the end of the third week most of the pupils had 
completed the first three progress tests. 
At the beginning of the fourth week additional instruc-
. . 
tiona were given for typing envelopes. The return address 
on the envelope's seemed to cause some difficulty until two 
or three had been completed and then the work went much 
faster. Although the tentative time schedule called for 
four weeks, the instructor included a fifth week because no 
one in the class completed the unit in the four weeks. 
During the fifth week most of the class had completed some 
practice on the final assignments, typing envelopes, but 
only four completed all the assignments and started on the 
optional activities, but no one finished because of lack of 
time. In planning a revision of the unit, the instructor is : 
planning to prepare a chart for typing envelopes similiar to 
the one used for the business letters, so that an envelope 
can be typed for each letter when the letter is completed 
just as it is done in actual business. Wednesday and 
Thursday of the fifth week were used for sharing experiences 
:i. 
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and for a review for the final test. The pupils decided 
th~t the best form of letter to use was the modified-block 
form because there were fewer tabular stops to set and as a 
~esult the work could be completed much quicker than the 
other forms. Other pupils brought out the point that as a 
I 
result of their experience in typing letters, they could 
estimate the starting point of the inside heading without 
actually backspacing from the margin for the starting point.· 
Most of the class preferred the block form of address for 
the envelope. Everyone in the class agreed that the work 
on business letters was the most interesting part of first-
year typewriting, and a few had used the information in 
sending business letters of their own. 
There was no school on May 30, so that the final test 
was given on Monday, June 2, followed by the pretest 
repeated to see what gains the pupils had made. On the 
following day a questionnaire was given to try to get 
pupil reaction to this method of assigning work. The 
results of the pretest, gain made by each pupil, and the 
final test results appear on the following pages. 
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Results of Teaching the Unit 
Table 5. Scores Made on a Repetition of a Pretest by 
27 pupils in a First-year·Typing Class on a 
Unit in "Business Letters." 
Score Mark· Pupil Pupil Score 
(1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) 
1 40 A 8 35 
5 40 A 10 35 
14 40 A 11 35 
18 40 A 12 35 
19 40 A 13 35 
20 40 A 15 35 
22 40 A 21 35 
23 40 A 26 35 
24 40 A 7 30 
25 40 A 16 30 
27 40 A 17 30 
2 35 B 9 25 
3 35 B 
4 35 B 
6 35 B 
H1, hest g p ossible score--40. 
Mark (6j_ 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
c 
c 
c 
X 
Table 6. Frequency Distribution of Scores Made on a 
Repetition of a Pretest by 27 Pupils in a First-
year Typing Class on a Unit in "Business Letters". 
Scores 
40 
39 
38 
37 
36 
35 
34 
33 
32 
31 
30 
29 
28 
27 
26 
25 
Tabula ion 
//III/II/// 
//////II/II/ 
Ill 
I 
Frequency 
11 
12 
1 N•27 
i 
ll 
I ( 
I 
~ 
The mean was calculated to be 35.1. The standard 
deviation was calculated to be 3.5. 
Table 7. A Chart Showing the Distribution of Scores on 
a Repetition of a Pretest by 27 Pupils in a 
First-year Typing Class on a Unit "Business 
Letters." 
12 pupils 
38 
11 pupils 
3 pupils 35 
0 pupils . 0 pupils 
28 30 31 33 34 • 36 37 39 40 
Mean : 35.1. Standard Deviation • 3.5. 
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Table 8. Gains Made by 27 Pupils in First-year Typewriting 
on a Repetition of a Pretest on a Unit in 
"Business Letters." 
Pupil Gain Pupil Gain Pupil Gain 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) ( 6) 
1 20 10 20 19 30 
2 25 11 20 20 30 
3 25 12 10 21 10 
4 25 13 30 22 35 
5 20 14 5 23 30 
6 20 15 20 24 10 
7 15 16 20 25 5 
8 25 17 15 26 25 
9 20 18 30 27 10 
Table 9. Frequency Distribution of the Gains Made by 27 
Pupils in First-year Typewriting on a Repetition 
of a Pretest on a Unit in "Business Letters." 
Class 
Interval Mid-point Tabulation Freq~)ncy (1) (2) (3) (4 
-9~-37 36 I 1 
32-34 33 
IIIII 29-31 30 5 
26-28 27 
23-25 24 !}filii 5 20-22 21 8 
17-19 18 
14-16 15 II 2 
11-13 12 f/1 8-10 9 4 5-7 6 2 
2-4 3 
N::r27 
The mean was calculated to be 20.43. The standard 
deviation was calculated to be 8.07. 
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Table 10. Achievement Test Scores on a Unit in "Business 
Letters" of 26 Pupils in a First-year Typing Class. 
Pupil Score Mark Pupil Score Mark (1) (2)_ (3) (4) ( 5) (6) 
1 71 A 2 60 c 
25 68 A 7 60 c 
27 68 A 12 60 c 
18 65 B 19 60 c 
24 64 B 20 59 c 
13 64 B 15 58 c 
5 63 B 17 58 c 
6 63 B 10 53 X 
8 63 B 21 52 X 
11 62 B 4 51 D 
22 62 B 9 45 D 
23 62 B 3 44 D 
26 62 B 16 29 D 
Hl.J heat g p ossible score--3( • 
Table 11. Frequency Distribution of Achievement Test 
Scores of 26 Pupils in a First~year Typing Class 
on a Unit in "Business Letters." 
Class Interval Mid-point Tabulation Frequency 
( 1) (2) (3) (4) 
71-73 72 1 1 68-70 69 2 65-67 66 1 
62-64 63 ~//Ill 9 59-61 60 5 
56-58 57 2 
53-55 54 1 
50-52 51 II 2 
47-49 48 
44-46 45 II 2 
41-43 42 
38-40 39 
35-37 36 
32-35 33 
29-31 30 I 1 Nm26 
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The mean was calculated to be 58.95. The standard 
deviation was calculated to be 8.67. 
Table 12. A Chart Showing the Distribution of Achievement 
Scores of 26 Pupils in a First-year Typing 
Class on a Unit in "Business Letters." 
10 Pupils 
7 Pupils 
4 Pupils 3 Pupils 
2 Pupils 59 
51 ~52 56 .57 • 61 1-62 66 .67 
Mean : 58.95. Standard Deviation : 8.67. 
Pupil reactions as revealed by their answers to a 
questionnaire.-- Because this topic was presented to this 
particular class in a manner quite different from that to 
which they were accustomed, and because of the amount of 
time and effort put into the unit, it seemed worthwhile 
to make an effort to ascertain their reactions to this 
unit method. Accordingly, after the close of the formal 
work on the unit, a questionnaire was given to them, a 
copy of which follows on the next page. The pupils were 
told to give honest answers and not just something to 
please the instructor. One pupil had left, making 26 
answering the questionnaire. 
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1. What did you like most in this method? 
0 
2. What did you dislike the most in this method? 
3. What did you like the least in this method? 
4. What part did you think was easy in this method? . ·~ 
0 
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5. What was the most difficult part of the unit? 
6. What was the most interesting part of the unit? 
7. What was the most uninteresting part of the unit? 
8. What did you think was the most useful part of the unit?~ 
9. What was the part that had the least value to you? 
10. If you had to do the unit over again, what changes 
would you suggest? 
I 
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To question one, "What did you like most in this 
method?" practically everyone in the class liked the idea of 
having a written assignment on which they could work at 
their own speed. Several stated that the unit was the best 
lesson of the year. Most of them indicated that they liked 
to plan the work themselves, they liked the idea of being on 
their own as far as everyday work was concerned, and they 
got more self-satisfaction out of the work. 
To question two, "What did you dislike the most in this 
i 
method?" the majority of the class couldn't think of anything' 
they really disliked. A few disliked typing the envelopes, 
a few disliked handling carbon copies, and one or two 
disliked setting the tabular stops for the indented letters. 
To question three, "What did you like the least in 
this method?" erasing carbons, typing envelopes, and taking 
tests were the only answers, most of the pupils left this 
question blank. 
To question four, "What part did you think was easy in ,: 
I' ; ~ 
this method?" about half of the class seemed to think typing .: 
the letters with the letter chart was the easiest part, 
while the other half of the class seemed to think the whole 
unit was difficult because they had to keep their minds on 
what they were doing, and if _a mistake was made, it had to 
be corrected. The block-form of letter was the easiest to 
type. 
1 ~~ 
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To question five, "What was the most difficult part 
of the unit?" nine pupils thought the carbon copies were 
45 
the most difficult. Several thought the proofreader's marks 
were difficult, others thought the envelopes were difficult, 
but there were five in the class who thought that nothing in 
the unit was very difficult. 
To question six, "What was the most interesting part of 
the unit?" fifteen pupils thought that the actual typing of 
the letters was the most interesting part. Only two thought 
the carbon copies were the most interesting, one thought the )1 
best part of the unit were the tests, and one thought that 
nothing very much was interesting. 
To question seven, "What was the most uninteresting 
part of the unit?" twenty pupils either left ~he question 
blank or said there was nothing uninteresting. The others 
·' .,
I! thought typing the envelopes was the most uninteresting part.:: 
To question eight, "What did you think was the most 
usefUl part of the unit?" the majority thought typing the 
letters was the most useful part as it was going to be of 
real value to them in the future. One thought the envelopes 
was the most important because she had never known how to 
type them. 
To question nine, "What part had the least value to 
you?" seventeen pupils replied that everything had value 
which indicated the unit was very worthwhile. The others in I 
'I 
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the class thought the envelopes, erasing, and proofreader's 
marks had the least value. 
To question ten, "If you had to do the unit over again, 
what changes would you suggest?" the majority of the class 
thought there should be no changes. One pupil thought we 
should spend a longer period of time on the unit, one 
thought too much importance was given to erasing, and it was 
suggested that the proofreader's marks be omitted. 
The instructor's conclusions.-- This was the first time 
the writer had used a complete unit in typewriting. The 
results obtained were excellent and indicated that the unit 
method should be used for a skill subject such as type-
writing. In revising the unit for future use, the writer 
plans to prepare a mimeographed sheet for use with typing 
envelopes, preparing carbons and erasing carbons, because 
these three items seemed to cause some confusion in the 
completion of the unit. 
The planning and teaching of this unit was so interest-
ing and satisfying, that it wi~l lead to more work in unit 
construction, not only in typewriting but in all other 
subjects. 
-- . --~ --- --~ 
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Copies of papers given to all students 
PUPIL 1S STUDY GUIDE 
nusnmss LE'TTF.RS. 
I. General Directions: 
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In your worlt with business letters you \7111 be porr.1i ttod. 
to proceed at your ovm rate. It will be necessary for you 
to study oo.ch section until you have nastered tho ntatorial in 
tha.t section. self-adrninistori:nc tosts are to be talcon at 
the end of certain sections in the unit. If you find that 
you aro not ablo to satisfactorily co~ploto a tost, addi-
tional practice should be completed and thon a sooond test 
should be to.kon. Letters will be r,radod o.s (1) nailnble 
(2) llailable with corrections (3} Uot mailable. !.iistal:es 
~at be corrected by erasing~ any undiscovered errors 
will cause a letter to be graded not rnailo.blo. Those who 
are able to complete the ontire unit in tho allotted timo 
may work on ono or rnoro or the optional related activitio~ 
which o.re available. At the bor,1nn1nr, or each period a 
timed writing \7111 bo givon, either on straiflht typing or 
on business letters. You should strive.to attain o. speod 
on business letters as oloae as possible to your rer,ular 
typ1nc speed. J.1ake sure you Wlderstand exnc tly \7hn t you 
are to do bofo:J;"e you bogin worlc. Rend instruction::~ 
cnrofully. nend ovor evory sheet before you ·renovo tho 
( 
paper from your typcm'i tor. Chockinr, your \'Torlc is na 
important as doing the work. Text: n..o.wo Typing. 
I 
( 
l 
! 
II. Practice \"/ork. 49 
1. (a) liow are let tors centered? no ad the intoX'nlll-
tion r,1ven on ~ge 84. 
(b) Use the centor1ne.chart attached to tho study 
euide instead or tho one civon on page 84. 
2. style letter 1 
(a) now do we type a letter double-spaced, indented 
style with open punctuation? 
.. 
(b) Practice wo~k--paee 90, 01, and 92, complete 
exercises 17, 18, and 19. 
(c) Progress toot numbor one. 
3. Style lottor 1-a 
(a) UoTJ do wet ype a letter double-spaced, 
indented style, with closed punctuation? 
(b) Practice work--pace D2 and 93, complete 
exercises 20, 21, and 22. 
4. style letter 2 
(a) How do we type·a lottor single-spaced, 
indented style, with open punctuation? 
(b) Practice work--paee 94, complete exercises 
23, 24, 25, 2G, 27, and 28. 
(c) Progress test number two. 
5. Pl'ootreader·t s marks 
(a) IIow o.re corrections indicatod in letters? 
(b) Practice vork·-rov1ov paces 155 and 156, 
complote exorcises 91. 
(c) Progress tost nUt1bei' throe. 
~~--~-~~--~-~-~-------------------~----------------------------------~-------
I;rl;r1_1TER mn.rt:ATIY C I!fi.P.'I' 
~ w- - 50 
TYPE OF lrGl!Bl:TI OF STHOiCE S' :£ I.!AHGil!S 1\.T STAr.T Dli.TE Lnms nr:rr-::r:rm 
LET11ER ,.ODD:J Ili LIIffi TO PICA ELITE PROil r.roP DATE 1\l;D Il!GIDE 
LBT'rr.H USE Oli' PAl~R ADDllESS 
1.;.-1--
Short 1--100 40 22-02 30-70 12 lines· 0 1inoa 
r.~cdium 100-.. 200 50 17-57 25~75 12 linoL!l 6 11nos 
Long 200--300 00 12-72 20-00 12 linos 4 lin as 
Longer lottoro require a 70 strolw line and r.1ore than 
one pag~. 
PUIJCTUATIOl! 
Open punctuation: no nark of punctuation artcr each l:J.ne in tho 
heading, inside address, salutation, and comp11montnry closo. 
Closed punctuation: cor.u:m after first tv1o lines or honcline nnd 
inoide a.ddross. Pario<l a.fter third lino or hondinr; and inoido 
address. Colon after salutation, cor.una aftor conplimentar::r 
closo. 
f,1ixed punctuation: Uo mark of punctu~ttion after hond1nr;, inside 
addroos. Colon after salutation, conma after complimentary 
close. 
Tho above informv. tion is for Dinr,lo spncod letters. Por doublo 
spaced lettorD 1 double iho number Of \"JOrda in t~10 body Of tho 
lottor and procood as for sinclo spacinc. 
I•> 
I 
l 
l 
6. style let tel~ 5 51 
(a) norr do ue typo a letter s1nsle-spaood, 
bloclced style .with open punctua.tion? 
(b) Pra.ctico nork--.complote oxero1sos 29, 30, and 
31 on pages 90 and 100. 
7. t1al:1ng carbon copios 
(a) IIo'W o.ro carbon copies made? Road instructions 
on paGe 139. 
74. 
a • 
125. 
(b 
sa, 59, 
9. 
10. 
(b) P.ro.ctice work--complete oxorc1aea 72, 73, and 
. 
(e) Procross test number foUl'. 
Preparing envelopes 
. (a) studr the various rtylos illustrated on page 
(b) PraoticA worlt•.,.cotnp!aete oxerc1sea 
GO, and Gl. 
Gonoral roview of tho un1 t. 
Aohievenont tests on the entiro unit. 
B'"lstnn Univer"$ity 
School of Education 
~-;;l! .•. , library 
55, 50, 57, 
I3USII1~SS LJ;;Tr.i'ERS 52 
In order to find out what you lmow about the arrangor.1ont 
of business letters at the prooont timo, you are to type a 
letter from the information civen below, nithout any assistanco 
from tho instructor. This 11111 include typine tho envelope 
nocdod for tho lottor. Typo both ·tho letter and envelope 
as you think they should bo typed. 
~Letter 
r:rr. \"larren Jones, 41 State Street, nos ton, J.iassachusotts, 
has requested you to send tho tollowinc letter to tho 
Statler llotel, Boston, nassaohusotts, usinrs todnyts date. 
Please reserve one singlo room with shower, from April 10, 
to April 17. I should like to have this reservation con-
firmed either by letter or by calling my ortioe, the 
telephone number of which is Devonsllire 8099. 
Timod Wr1t1nq on Dusinosa Letters 
. 
Take a fivo-m!nute timed ~ittnc on the lottor civen 
on pase 195, 29th Oontm text. Finuro your spoed as you 
usually .do on tho stra1cllt typ1nn copy. 
I 
-o! BUSillESS LETTEBS 
PnOGTIBSn '.PEST 1 
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DII:1~c·rtons: Type tho follo\'7illG business letter in a 
double-spaced form. Use tho indented style ~ith opon 
punctuation. Thero aro approximately 140 words in the letter. 
Use your o\m ini tiuls as part of the roforonce line. 
349 r.ast I.la.in Street Doston, Uassa.chusetts (current date) 
I.ir • John H. Graves Graves li\lrniture Store 41 \Jo.shinr;ton . 
Street Dooton, I.lasoa.chusetts Dear Hr. Graves: 'ile a.ro nailing 
you in a sepo.ro.te paclmgo the layout for. the newspaper 
advertisement \70 have prepared for you. '.Phis o.dvortisonont 
features your October 20 salo of livinr; room furniture. 
( P) Tho layout is cor.'lplete in every doto.il except for tho 
quotation of prices. As you \"lill r ocall, tho prices \7ero not 
sot at the tine we agreed to :make up tho layout for you. 
They ca.n be inserted very easily after they aro sot .. 
(P) Aftor we have your approval of tho 'layout or your 
su~gostions for its improvement, we shall nalto up tho final 
copy for the printer. rle shall appreciate your rushing 
this through so tha.t the copy can be prepared in its finnl 
form. Very truly yo;.:rs 1 (F.. C. Cart\lrigllt. )-t~ 
-!:· Loavo four spaces after Very truly yours and then t. ·po 
this name, 
I L 
PTIOGRBSS TI:ST 2 
DITIECTIOITS: Typo tho follo1."linr, buainoss lotter in a. oinglo-
spaced form. Uso tho indented style with open punctuation. 
Thoro are e.ppro;.:inD.tely 128 \7ords in tho lot tor. U:Jc your 
O\vn initials as pn~t of tho roforence line. 
407 commonwealth Avonuo noston, !!aaaa.chusetta (current 
date) Treud~ear Tiro Company Automotive Buildinc Clovolnnd 
Ohio Gentlomon: Uo had ao many complaints from our 
customers about your Treo.dwoar tires not uonring \"loll. 
1 t sooned advisable to put in e.stock of some othor lcind 
of tiroo This is tho ranson we hnvo not ordered any or 
your tires for several nonths. ( P) \"/e are roturnine 
to you by express a tire tha.t a customer aol!:od us to replace ... 
This tire was usod for approximately 5,000 rniloa. You 
will seo that tho trend is \7ol"n smooth. r.von tho pyrar.lid-
ohapod blocks of rubber on tho side \"iall aro r;orn throueJ:lc;o 
F1vo tho:.!sand miles do not rei)resent enouc;h use to ca.uso 
tho r;eor that this tire ahous,. ( P) VIa can return to yo\). 
tv10 or throe other uoad tires from this same ohipmont if 
you vish us to do so. Yours vory truly, Oha~los Jonon, 
r.iannt;er 0 
54 
I, 
\}t PROGRESS TEST 3 
D:!.rection.o: Type the let tes."' t1i th co:t"l'Octions ao ind:lca.tad. 
1468 I.lurket stf>oet 3 
st .. Louio 12 ~ uisaom":l -~ ---? 
OUl'·rent data 
. . . 
Kenyon Link/& Company 
287 uanyara ~. nn.. --~--: 
Plttsbure 22J~()M.;V 
At tontion r.1r. J. W. Link) Treasurer 
_)~+-l~i "Bee:-~~ . 
I 
h VIe certainly wiah 1 t ~ssiblo to acoo~atc you by maldng 
1 __ lrmnodiato shipment of your Purchase ~dcr Uo. "$.£)71 which reo.chod 
55 
us thia oornine. ...l .... _ 11_,~ · I L 
· · );..uJ .2.,~ ~/ 7 tV.lD~ 
Tho principq_O{ obstacle ~ the fact tho. ther/. aro b. lonr. ove~ue items on your o.ccount.The first is for 87.sivnnd roproacnta the~rchand~~o \10 shipped you on yo·.ao Purchase Order ITo. '$2(!"" wo · '"lr 
filled that ~:dar on J~ly 27~. I ~ 
:4.1 ~ . 0 t 
Tho second 1tam is in :tl:lo · ar:1ount o:r (.;2r/G,.76r~t io for the nor-
oho.ndibo we shipped you on (Au'!?,. ~2mil on your Ptl!'cb.aoo Order no ';1;507. 
5 C.. ~~'~ t: I 
As you Gou our recular tor~f crodi t is si;::ty d~_yo>:. On n 
number o'f: och-;Mions wo have uriton you a~o U;i your ovo~uo o.ccotmt~ 
zou hn ve e.lao ro...RI~\.?oc1 stu tomenta on tho ~I~ of~cach r.1onth. 0 ~ ..t..,,. ' '-'"\';1V /0 ' ~Y, ~ h 
v . VIe sll:l:1o~q:vo.nt to cdpcrnte with you> po.rticulu~1 vJ.n vi or.. of your ~rgont nood o4the r;ooslfJ At; tho 11 ai!iO timo you c P...n roa.dlly under- 11 ~.~ 
ritand \vhy .our Order ~~~ hr;.s rofoiJod. yo .. rr lotto1• to the cr~i t G'Pi) .. --<vLC-~?--{~~ 'C \.AI , ~,· ~~_,,_, 
Please se:qd u~ yo:.w rorni ~f.mco for .. tho lst i tonJofa7 .87 _t?en ua 
shall agree to cnrl"Y tho second :ttem, ! .. :27G ,76 fol" s1hit;r do:ysX: loncol""r-(!) 
w.e · shnll nlso make i:rnr.1odiato shipment oi' ;Jo~ non orde~ · 
~ An addresoed anvolop;,'~tngo ~oedea'~ oncloobd for your con-
venfillhco in mailing your cheok.. AD soon a.;J it :ts l"ec;1~;od, your 
crcdlt a tanding with us ~111 ~ Oatorod. 
Very truly yours, 
trniTED SUPPLY C OUPAtf.{ 
credit Depnrprnent~ 
i 
'I 
. :l 
.I 
I 
I ,,. 
'01 
, ... ,,.. 
13USI1F~SS LET'r~-ns 56 
· PROGRESS 'l'ES'l' $ 
Directions: 
Type tho Application Bxercise 91, page 156 1 of' tho nowo 
toxt, with t~o oarbon copies, ~akin~ tho corroctlona ns indicated. 
Uso a soft era~or for tho carbon oopies, a hard oraser far tho 
original. De suro to uao ernsor slips betueon tho carbonn 
so that your work ~ill not srnudGe 1 ronkinz suro to renovo the 
slips before resuming tJping. 
. I 
'f 
. i 
I 
l 
.I 
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FINAL ACEIEVE£;1ENT TEST 
DiJ:>ect:1.ons: PJ.s.co t'.. circle tU."'OUJ.""!¢1. the number of 'Gho d.;ntom.cn·i:; if' 
tho sta tenont is t:::•u.o. Pla.co ru1 X over tho numb{Jr if -t;ho 
fltatemont is .fr.:.lt;o.. E.."tnmplos: ID.. Truo .X. Fnlsa .. 
1. A let tor conta;lning 110 uorda is cons!dorod n ~hm.•t latt;c:r•. 
2. The d~t6 in busineao lotters is usually placed two i.n~hc::;; 
from tho top of tho pnge., 
36 T~e Bnlutation of a letter go1ns to a corporation ls 
Dear Sir. 
~TJ:iOmosss.go of a lc·tter ie ~it.on in the body of tl.lo lottcro 
5. A 70 stroke line ::hould be used for a short lo ttor· .. 
6., A letter typed in full-block form has the paragraphs indontod 
five opacos. 
7. Tho complimentary close should always be stm"tod at ·12 on 
tho a·calo., 
So Tho form of letter usod by a concarn may be dcterm1nod by 
referring to the files. 
9., The completed letter should bo taken from the mach:l.n0 in 
order to find possible errors quickly. 
10. When eras 1ng, the carriage should be moved to th<5 oxti·crao 
right or left so that the erasure particles will not .fall j_nto 
the machine. 
11. Letters should be removed from the mo.chine by holding tho 
letter at tho top and quickly ::mapping the lotte!' f:t•o:n tho m.a.chinc 9 
l2u In taking dictation, any errors by the dictator should be 
called to his attention by interrupting tho dictutiono 
13. It is tho duty of tho perosn signing th0 lettElr to :.oo that 
all enclosures aro mado. 
14:. A large onvolopa shouehd bo used whGn anclo::rm•os nro to be :t:1CH.lo o 
15. Us~ n small envelope for a one~ps.gc lcrctor. 
16. The e.ddroDa on the envelopo .should be typod in tho :Jc::no styJ.c 
ns that used for the inside addros3. 
17. Tho "attention of" phrase should be typod tt;o sp~c(;;c bclo<7 
the company signature. 
18. Open punctuation ia now gonOl"'ally accepted in buoinoss lottci' 
writing. 
19. It is noco.:J:J ary to correct only tho ol:olgin'".J. copy o.nd no·;; the-) 
carbon copy. 
20. Both tho original and tho carbon are mailed to tho p(.:n"'~on to 
~om the letter io addroased. · 
21. Hyphens should be usod sp&ringly in buaina~a lottern9 
22. The length of a buoineaa letter dotorminos it:~ impo~~te.nco. 
23~ ~hon typing the identification initiala 1 tho initialo of the 
porson who dicto.tod the ·'lot-tor should prccodo tho initie.ln of tte 
::~tenogrs.pht3r. 
24o The _idont1ficat1on in:tt:l(:1.l:J mu::Jt aluay::; be typ~d in · 
capital letters. 
25. Enclosures should be clipped to tho lottor before it 1~ 
pr~sented for a signature. 
-\)J 
26.. It i~ poz•mis.::H~blo to :plnco tho cs.rbon copy of e. socond 
pogo on the back of th~ i'5.rst DBg· o carbon cop;r, 
- .~ ~37 o Tho typlst Ehould e.ddrcsc the envelope Immediately e..ftcr 
typing tihe J.ott0x•, · 
58 
28.. Tho addro~c. on a. aznall envolopa should bo otartod 12 linos 
from thd top of th~ envalopeo 
29o In mixed punc'cua.tion the cr)J.6n ahould bs o:mitt.od o.fter tho 
.salutation,. 
30. When u::Jing a. Drw.ll envelopo, the s.ddresD Dhould be l.'ltartod 
at 25 on the carriage .scale,. 
·3lo Tho small s1zo envelope is sometimes referred to a.s a lognl 
envelope. 
32. It iaa fl1gn that you are a poor speller if you uso tho dictlone:xoy ~ 
33o It is parm1ssablo to type the ~o~d "enclosure" in full or to 
o.bbroviato the l'ford 11onc." 
34. The enclosure notation should bo the last thing typ0d on tho 
letter. , 
35. Abbreviations should be used to save time. 
36. Always use letterhead papei• for the carbon copies. 
37. Always use letter head p~ er for the second pages of lotten·s o 
38. As long aa a. letter is typed correctly, the t h,e required to t~:'lP'::; 
the letter is unimportant. 
39. In erasing lett ors with carbons, alway a erase the original fir·.s (; ~ 
40. Al long as tha original is mailed on timo, the cnrbon copy 
of the letter need not bo retained. 
41. It. is correct to use two pages 1!' you are typing a lottor 
exceeding 300 words. 
42. Always use a 50 stroke lino for a long letter. 
43. Always use the blockod form in typing tho address on an 
envelope. . . 
44. The return address of a businos~ letter should bo typod on tho 
back of the envelope. 
45. A three-lino e..ddross should alwaya be typed :dngl0 5paced en 
an envelope. 
46. It ia permi::lsablc to ce,p:U;alize tho c:lt;y- a'l'ld state 1-·bon 
addressing &n envelope. 
47. When using a 50 stroke line, tho stops ehould be tzct :for 12 
and 72. 
48. Because> a latter represents 11 business just cu3 :ouch ns an 
individual, each letter must bo typod n~atly and correctly. 
09. Moat people cant ype lotterv just as f'nst as whon typing 
straight copy mat~rial. 
50o Four spaces 9,ro gcnor·ally loft for a p~nuritton s:'tgne.tu1..,e .. 
I' 
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1!l1roctions: Wri to ln tb.e Z,P3Ce provid~nl at the ond of tho lir:.o 11 
the 'fJord or oords noceasary "to \~cm.p1'3ttJ or mst::or the sto.tomcn'c: 
lo Sizo of tho regular typa~riting p~or in 
2o Two kinds of type used in type~ritcrs are 
small type · 
large type. 
3~ Tho :nnd 1 type has how many strokes to the inch~~ 
4o The lar§o typo h~w howmany strok~s to the incb. 
5o Ono inch·io oqual to how many line~ on a page 
6,o Whon using tb.o h rgo t: pe, the centering point on the acale ia 
7. When U51ng tho small t;. pe, the centering point on the scale 1~ 
8. The left atop for a 40 stroke line 3hould be set at 
9. The loft stop for a 50 stroke line should be set at 
10. The left stop for a 60 stroke line ahr·uld be set at 
llo The left stop for a 70 stroke line should be 3et at 
12. The number of strokes available on paper eight incbcw 'alde is 
13. The number of lines availnblo on paper four inches long is 
14o Ashort letter has hou many mrds in the body of tho lettor 
15~ A medium letter haahowma.ny worlis in tho body of the letter 
16. A long letter has how m~~y uorMs in the bo~ of the letter 
17. The le~t stop for short lottcrs should be ~~t at 
18. " madiwn n 
19. n ::t.ong u 
20. How fa.r from the top of a letter iB th0 da.to placed 
2lo The part~ ot a buoineaa latter are: 
22. 
23o 
24. 
25. 
26 
.27. Tho dictatpr'a initinls s.ro ahm.ys typod whcro, in reference 
to the stenographer 'a initialoo 
28.. To hav0 a sid0 lll9.rg1n or one in.ch, the loft atop :':l hould bo sot at 
29.. Whon. no punctuation is used a.t tho ond of tho lines of tl-:o 
headi:lg, ins1 do addrose, salutation, and cornpllmontal"Y closo, the 
punctuation is referred to aa 
30o Beforo and after the salutation, thoro should be how many 5pacos. 
. 1 
1, \"Jbr:.t did you like most in this msthod1 
2o Vfunt did you d1al1k8 the most in this methodJ 
3.. What did you liko thE'J least in thia mothod.? 
4D ~~at part did you think was easy in thio method? 
60 1. ; 
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5n \'Jhat vwaa th0 moiJt difficult part oi' tho unit? 61 
. 6.. Who.t was tho 1 J.Ost interesting part of the unit? 
7 o , \Vht1t we.s the moat uninteresting part of' the unit? 
8, tJhat did you think was the mo.st useful part of tho unit? 
9o Vihat was th¢) part that had tho least value to you? 
10. If you had to do tho unit over aga5.n 11 v.i1.e.t chanGes \":cultl you 
suggest? 
